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Semantic annotation of application programming interfaces (APIs) can enable 
various functionalities useful for software engineers. In this paper we discuss 
selected applications for semantically annotated API operations; we focus on 
applications which exploit matching of API operations together. We describe 
several use cases which are aimed for both API users (e.g., finding desired API 
operations or checking API portability) and API designers (e.g., checking APIs 
for redundancy or completeness). The paper outlines a possible implementation 
of the approach and discusses its advantages and limitations. 

1 Introduction 

Application programming interface (API) is a source-code level interface that allows 
applications access functionality exposed in an abstract way and provided by entities 
such as operating systems or libraries. 

We can observe an increasing number of APIs nowadays. Examples include new 
APIs for mobile devices or Web APIs. Number, size and complexity of current APIs 
result in a relatively high amount of effort needed to get familiar with APIs and start 
using them. Existing tools such as IDEs address such problems only in a limited way. 

To facilitate programming with APIs, multiple research activities have been 
initiated (e.g., [1-3]). The activities have shown interesting results in supporting 
programmers (e.g., they ease the process of searching for example code snippets or 
software artifacts of specific functionality). 

Available approaches employ a variety of technologies. Semantic technologies, 
one of the options here, have proven to be useful in tasks such as API artifact search 
for reuse or application composition. The technologies can improve the process of 
API artifact discovery (e.g., in large API libraries) by using logic-based inference, 
enabling users with precise vocabulary to be used for building queries or translating 
user queries into meaningful domain-specific expressions. A prominent example (and 
one of the earliest approaches of this kind) is the LaSSIE system [4]. 

In contrast to typical applications of semantic technologies, we postulate a very 
simple communication model between a tool which supports programmers in API-
related programming tasks and its user. We assume that the user points only the name 
of an API artifact (or a set of artifacts) and then runs a specific tool’s functionality; no 
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domain-specific vocabulary is presented to or required from the user. Our motivation 
is to make the user interface possibly simple and intuitive. In addition, such simplicity 
can enable easier integration with software development tools. 

The API artifact type we focus on is API operation1. In our approach we assume 
that API operations are semantically annotated and the annotations express the API 
operations’ core functionality (i.e., they describe what the API operation do). 

The key technique used to implement our approach is matching two API 
operations. The matching result can be one of the following (we assume that there are 
two semantically annotated API operations, opA and opB):  

(1) both opA and opB do exactly the same thing,  
(2) opA offers wider functionality than opB (i.e., opA covers fully the functionality 
offered by opB and extends it with new elements), 
(3) opA offers narrower functionality than opB (opposite to case 2),  
(4) no meaningful relationship is discovered.  
We assume that matching of operations from different APIs is possible.  
This paper describes several use cases which are available if relationships between 

API operations (as described above) can be detected. The identified use cases include 
the ones aimed for API users (finding desired API operations or checking API 
portability) and the ones aimed for API designers (checking API redundancy and 
completeness). 

2 Related work 

A typical use case for semantically annotated APIs is discovery of existing artifacts 
for reuse. This is often made by letting the user compose a query using domain-
specific terminology acquired from an ontology. This approach is described, e.g., 
in [4-6]. Another use case is composition of applications from elements distributed 
across the network. Such approach is described, e.g., in [7].  

Literature positions known to the author do not describe use cases exploiting 
matching descriptions of API operations together. The conceptually closest idea to the 
one postulated in this paper is described in [5]. Semantic annotation of API operations 
are used to sequence API operations in an appropriate order within an application 
under development. In [5] not whole API operations’ functionality is described but 
API operations’ parameters and return values. Parameters are matched with return 
values and when they ‘fit’, a sample code sequence is automatically generated, where 
API operations that return a specific kind of information precede the ones that use the 
information as parameters. 

                                                           
1 In API operations we understand those API artifacts which are used by programmers to 

communicate information and initiate behavior. Depending to a programming environment, 
API operations are called differently, e.g., ‘subroutines’, ‘functions’, ‘operations’, ‘methods’, 
‘commands’, etc. Examples of API operations are the printf() and MoveFile() 
functions, the mkdir command or the File:canExecute() method. 
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3 Use cases 

In this section we present a list of generic use cases that exploit matching of API 
operations. The use cases have been developed by the author as a result of research 
and experiments with semantically annotated API operations. We do not claim that 
the selection of use cases is complete, however, they express a range of different (and 
possibly inspirational) functions. 

In the use cases we assume the existence of a tool which is able to collect input 
data from its user, match API operations and display results (in Section 4 we outline 
implementation ideas of such a tool). In all use cases the tool’s input and output data 
is a name (or names) of API operations or a name (names) of whole APIs. 

The use cases are of two groups. First, use cases UC1-UC5 are aimed for API users 
(those who use existing APIs). Second, use cases UC6-UC7 are aimed for API 
designers (those who design/develop new APIs). In should be noted, however, that the 
described use cases are not strictly tied to a specific group of users and, slightly 
modified, can be used for different purposes than proposed below. 

UC1: Finding functionally similar API operations in another API 

Assume that an API user knows API XAPI better then API YAPI. However, API YAPI 
must be used in the current task. The API user is provided with means to make the 
following query “Find me an API operation in API YAPI, which provides the similar 
functionality as API operation O in the API XAPI.” As a result of this query execution, 
the user is provided an API operation (or a set of API operations) in YAPI which have 
the similar functionality to the O API operation. 

UC2: Reducing API diversity in an application  

This use case is about checking the source code and detecting if the code uses 
multiple APIs from the same functional domain (for example the API user mixes 
Windows memory allocation functions with C standard library memory allocation 
functions). If so, the API user is proposed to ‘unify’ the code to use a single API; 
possible changes in the code are proposed. 

UC3: Finding API operations of wider or narrower functionality in the API 

This use case is about finding all API operations, which have wider (or narrower) 
functionality comparing to the one pointed. Finding ‘wider’ functionality can be 
useful in situations where the existing functionality of a program needs to be extended 
(e.g., until now the program uses an API operation what deletes directories, but a 
future version will need to delete both files and directories). A ‘narrower’ API 
operation can be useful if the goal is to make the program code as safe as possible. 
For instance, if files are the only type of entities to be deleted, the used API 
operations should not be able to delete other kinds of entities (such as directories). 
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UC4: Semantic comparison of two APIs 

This use case is about semantically comparing two APIs. The comparison is made by 
matching the functionality of all API operations in the API. A report is generated as 
the result of the comparison, including, for instance, API operations which are present 
in one API and not present in the other API. 

UC5: Checking if a program can be ported to another environment 

This use case is about checking if a program written for one programming platform 
(represented by a set of APIs) can be ported to another programming platform. The 
checking is based on the semantics of API operations used in the code – if all used 
API operations have their semantic counterparts in the target platform (a set of APIs), 
the program is considered ‘portable’. An extension of this use case can be a 
generation of a list of ‘portable platforms’ from a set of known programming 
platforms. In addition, a report can be generated containing the proposed API 
operation mapping from the source platform to the target platform. 

UC6: Detecting ‘semantic redundancy’ in an API 

This use case is about detecting ‘redundant’ API operations (i.e., API operations with 
shared functionality with other API operations). Such analysis can be made in order to 
make API more consistent (e.g., to redesign the API to limit its redundancy). 

UC7: Checking ‘semantic functional completeness’ of an API 

This use case is about checking if the API is ‘functionally complete’, i.e., if it 
supports all the functions typically available for a given API domain (otherwise the 
API can be called ‘functionally incomplete’). This use case can be used in order to 
detect and possibly update an incomplete API by adding the missing API operations. 

4 Proposed implementation  

Our proposed implementation requires the following elements: (1) a domain-specific 
ontology which contains the terminology that can be used to express the semantics of 
API operations, (2) a set of descriptions of API operations’ functionalities 
(i.e., semantic annotations of API operations). 

A domain-specific ontology contains different categories of basic domain-specific 
concepts (e.g., actions, such as ‘opening’, ‘ closing’, ‘ deleting’ and objects, such as 
‘ file’ or ‘directory’). Semantic annotations of API operations are classes described in 
terms of concepts from a domain-specific ontology; the concepts are combined 
together in order to precisely express the API operation’s semantics. For instance, by 
combining the action ‘deleting’ with object ‘directory’ and attribute ‘empty’, the 
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semantics of an API operation used for deleting empty directories can be expressed. 
By combining a relatively limited set of concepts in different ways, a high number of 
different API operations can be described. 

In our experimental platform both ontology and API operation’s descriptions are 
encoded in OWL. We use OWL class constructors, e.g., restrictions and intersection 
expressions, to build the descriptions (our approach for representing API operations is 
similar to the one used to express advertisements in [8]). 

In Section 1 we described four result types for matching API operations. Matching 
API operations is implemented by means of matching OWL classes representing API 
operations semantics. We perform two kinds of checking: if two classes are 
equivalent or if two classes are in a class-subclass relationship. Those simple 
matching methods have proven to serve well  for service matchmaking [8] and are 
typically available from ontology processing and reasoning engines (such as Jena [9]). 
We implement API operation matching by using OWL class matching as follows:  

(1) ‘both API operations do the exactly same thing’: the annotation class for opA is 
equivalent to the annotation class for opB, 
(2) ‘opA offers wider functionality than opB’: the annotation class for opB is a 
subclass of the annotation class for opA,  
(3) ‘opB offers wider functionality than opA’: the annotation class for opA is a 
subclass of the annotation class for opB, 
(4) ‘no meaningful relationship is discovered’: none of the above holds. 

Implementation of use cases presented in Section 3 with the above matching methods 
is relatively easy. We assume that for a specific API operation’s identifier (e.g., 
‘printf()’), its semantic annotation (i.e., an OWL class) can be retrieved. Similarly, 
for a given semantic annotation, the API operation’s identifier can be retrieved. As 
said earlier, when interfacing with the user, only the API operations’ identifiers are 
used. 

UC1, UC3 and UC6 are implemented in quite a similar way. For instance, UC3 is 
implemented by simply comparing the source semantic annotation of API operation to 
all semantic annotations of API operations in the target API (which is the same as the 
source API). We check if they are superclasses (have ‘wider’ functionality) or 
subclasses (have ‘narrower’ functionality). UC1, in turn, checks the two above 
relationships and also the ‘equivalence’ relationship. The target API in UC1 is 
different from the source API. UC6, similarly, discovers all the relationships checked 
in UC1 but the source and target APIs are the same.  

In UC4, we check for each API operation in the source API if there are API 
operations of ‘exactly the same’ or ‘wider’ functionality in the target API and vice 
versa. The results are used to prepare a report where the APIs are contrasted. 

Implementation of UC2, UC5 and UC7 is more complicated2 and is not discussed 
here. However, in all cases the core technique is matching OWL classes (semantic 
annotations of API operations) together for being in equivalence or super/subclass 
relationships.  

                                                           
2 UC2 and UC5 require code analysis procedures while UC7 requires an API to be matched 

against a ‘reference complete API’. 
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5 Discussion, summary and conclusions 

This paper presents a set of use cases for matching semantic (ontology-based) 
annotations of API operations. In the use cases, the ontology content is not revealed to 
the programmer and all the semantic representation’s complexity is hidden behind the 
façade of simple relationships between API operations. A distinguishing feature of the 
approach is that is allows operating on both single API and multiple APIs, which, in 
our opinion, allows novel and original functionalities.  

Our approach uses intuitive notions of ‘doing the exactly same thing’ or ‘offering 
wider/narrower functionality’ when applied to API operations. We showed that these 
relationships can be easily expressed with simple ontology classes matching 
techniques (checking for semantic equivalence and subsumption). 

Our preliminary results with an experimental domain ontology with a set of 
semantic annotations of API operations from three different APIs and a prototype 
implementation of selected use cases (UC1, UC3 and UC6) are encouraging. We 
observe new means of gathering knowledge from analysis of both APIs and source 
code, which might be useful at different stages of application/API development. 

The approach presented in this paper has the following limitations. First, we focus 
on detecting if two API operations ‘do exactly the same thing’ and ‘offer 
wider/narrower functionality’. In some cases, however, detection of other kinds of 
relationships might be useful (e.g., that two API operations ‘offer a shared 
functionality’). We plan to investigate those cases further, which might result in a 
revised set of use cases. 

Second, the applicability of some use cases is limited by different programming 
abstractions available for different platforms. A challenge is, for instance, to develop 
inter-platform domain-specific ontologies. We see that it can be at least problematic 
for some domains (for instance, the UNIX file abstractions are different from the 
Windows file abstraction in many points). 

Finally, our proposed approach requires both development of quality domain-
specific ontologies and ontology-based descriptions of API operations. This is a 
costly task, which should be justified by profits from using the approach. Automation 
of the ontology/annotation generation process might be an important factor here.  
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